TEACHING WITH IN TUNE

Exploring the rich world of the marching arts
can open another door for continuing music study
and participation. BY PAUL IRWIN
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with In Tune

MARCHING
STORIES
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ROM ITS INCEPTION, In Tune has been including coverage of
the marching arts – the music of marching, along with its history,
current culture, business and practices. Each year, in the magazine’s
March issue, we deliver expanded coverage of the activity.
We know that not all middle and high schools have a marching
band, but as is the case with a cappella groups, students who go
on to college will likely have the opportunity to join these
ensembles; moreover, the activities offer the chance to join unique
and robust on-campus music communities. Accomplished marching
musicians may also qualify for acceptance by an elite marching ensemble,
such as those of Drum Corps International or Winter Guard International,
from whose ranks have emerged world-class musicians and top music
educators. Exploring these marching worlds with middle-school and
high-school students opens the door to yet another option for continuing
music study and participation.
The essential lesson of In Tune content about the marching arts is that music
moves us. And different kinds of music affect us in different ways. Rhythms
can move us to dance, just as certain melodies can evoke romance. But other
music can make us feel purposeful and rouse our courage. It is this bold music
– music that empowers us – that was originally used to convey rallying cries,
“calls to arms,” and it was these sounds that encouraged bravery, thereby
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placing horns and drums on the earliest battlefields.
Although Archibald Willard painted The Spirit of ’76
almost 100 years after the Declaration of Independence
was adopted, the image of fife, drum and flag, side
by side on the march to battle, has become one of the
most iconic symbols of the American Revolution.
So, marching in parade and on football fields, the
playing of marching music in sports arenas, and the
sophisticated musicality and pageantry of elite performance ensembles have an important history, along with
roots in physiology and psychology. This all provides
an opportunity for great interdisciplinary lessons. But
the music to which we march also has discreet qualities,
worthy of investigation and explanation.
The instruments used to play marching music
operate in the same fashion as their orchestral brethren, but are designed differently. They are lighter
and louder and, in some cases, produce markedly
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different sounds. The drumcorps “pit” has become a wellspring of technological wonder,
inspiring wider use of marimbas
and other pitched and hand percussion instruments. Also, marching
music is played in competitive environments, and there are independent
contests between marching ensembles,
generating a spirit of creativity in performance and presentation that drives
the activity to constantly evolve.
Marching bands and ensembles
perform in indoor competitions, in
gymnasiums or arenas during basketball
games, and in various outdoor venues.
This adds another dimension to the performances, as weather has an impact on
players and their instruments. The fact
that music sounds different outdoors –
because sound carries differently outside
– allows for yet another music lesson, this
time involving physics. Anyone who has
marched in the Texas summer heat, or down
New York City’s Fifth Avenue in the Macy’s
Day Parade in November, or at the University of Nebraska’s Memorial Stadium in
winter can tell you how distinct those musical experiences are. Discussing these and
other performance environments with young
music students can help prepare them for
their own playing situations, as well as
inform their listening.
Another element of the marching arts is
that, like those who sing and dance, or sing
and play an instrument, marching musicians
need to move, and move in tandem with others. The training to march demands a certain
fitness born of specific practice that goes
beyond learning to play one’s instrument or
any piece of music. Marching music’s lessons
add a layer to musical training like few others.
Learning to play another style of music and
in various collaborative groups can certainly
inform a player or singer’s musicianship, but
learning to march develops mind-body coordination and musical discipline that goes a
step beyond.
Like much In Tune content, the magazine’s
coverage of the marching arts highlights
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opportunities for student participation.
Stories detail the process of auditioning
for collegiate bands and elite ensembles.
They break down the elements of marching
and discuss classic marching music and the
way music is created or chosen for marching ensembles today. How those ensembles
prepare for their performances – how they
learn their pieces and steps – pulls back
the curtain on those highly choreographed
performances. The In Tune stories, and your
lessons using them, can provide a “you can
do this” sense among younger students.
Moreover, coverage of how the members
of marching bands and ensembles started,
what it’s like to participate, and stories of
their growth from first auditions to when
they “aged out” can be particularly
inspiring.

So, whether you teach band, orchestra,
chorus or general music, your interest in
providing students with a well-rounded
music education can be served by supplying
them with coverage of the marching arts via
In Tune. Band directors with marching bands
can assign these readings and use them to
highlight core curriculum. Those teaching
general music can detail the elements of
marching music and intertwine lessons of
musicology, history and science. Choral
directors can simply assign the content to
enhance students’ overall exposure to the
wider world of music. In any case, the
marching arts are a rich musical pursuit,
and like musical theater and ballet, represent
a special and spectacular blending of music
and movement that all students can enjoy
and benefit from knowing more about.
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